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I. INTRODUCTION
Molecular dynamics (MD) simulations are classical investigations of the nuclear degrees of freedom where the electronic part of a molecular system is treated simply as an effective "force" term which is an integral component in the nuclear equations of motion. Traditionally, the force is obtained from an empirically derived potential energy surface (PES) or from a PES fit to single-point quantum mechanical calculations. Ab initio molecular dynamics (AIMD), or so-called "direct dynamics," simulations 1 are those where the forces are calculated "on the fly" without the need for a PES, making them amenable to a broad range of problems. The AIMD approach is powerful due to the unnecessary need to produce a predetermined PES, of which it is impractical to obtain for problems involving more than a small number of vibrational degrees of freedom. In cases where there are nonadiabatic effects or bond breaking/formation, the ab initio approach is particularly useful. AIMD can represent classical phenomena correctly, within the accuracy of the integrator and the chosen ab initio electronic structure method.
Classical MD simulations are successful in many situations where quantum effects are negligible or not of interest. However, when quantum effects are important, standard MD fails. Properties such as molecular energy states, interference, and coherence are nonclassical phenomena and are computed from quantum mechanical equations or their a) Electronic mail: alex.brown@ualberta.ca. b) Electronic mail: pnroy@uwaterloo.ca. isomorphic equivalent, the path integral. The difficulty with solving quantum mechanical equations directly is that of exponential scaling. Therefore, a variety of different approaches have been suggested to circumvent this scaling problem. Depending on the method, certain properties are more easily attainable (or accurate) than others. For example, one may use the multiconfiguration time-dependent Hartree (MCTDH) (Refs. 2, 3, and 4) approach to approximate the full quantum mechanical solution. While a very powerful approach, the MCTDH method in general necessitates a full-dimensional PES fit to product form and, hence, has only been used for modest-sized systems of three to seven atoms. MULTIMODE (Refs. 3 and 5) is another software code that can calculate rovibrational energies of polyatomic molecules by using vibrational self-consistent field (VSCF) and vibrational configuration interaction (VCI). From the path integral formulation, the diffusion Monte Carlo (DMC) (Ref. 6 ) method can obtain ground state properties to very good accuracy. Its basis is the expression of the solution to the Schrödinger equation as a sum of exponentials in imaginary time. Unfortunately, DMC works only when the wavefunction is positive, meaning any wavefunction which has nodes (i.e., excited states) will not work. To deal with node-crossing in DMC, one has to apply a fixed-node approach where each region of the wavefunction is treated separately 7 [node-release DMC (Ref. 8 ) is a variant]. Ring polymer molecular dynamics (RPMD) is another method which can compute dynamical properties. One can then obtain real-time Kubo-transformed time-correlation functions. 9 In practice, however, as system size increases, these methods may become intractable, as either basis set, dimensionality or convergence issues multiply. For example, we are often limited to use pair potentials for DMC and RPMD or require a full-dimensional PES.
Semiclassical dynamics is another method for obtaining quantum-mechanical properties by representing the system in terms of definite positions and momenta. 10 The framework of computation is then classical. The semiclassical propagator developed by van Vleck 11 has been the basis of many practical advancements in semiclassical theory [12] [13] [14] and has been recently reviewed by Thoss and Wang 15 and by Kay. 16 In particular, a semiclassical initial value representation (SC-IVR) propagator was developed in 1984 by Herman and Kluk, 17 s e ea l s o( R e f s . 18, 19) , which expresses the quantum time-propagation correlation function as a semiclassical expression in terms of coherent states. Unlike its predecessors, 11, 12 an initial value representation eliminates root search and singularity problems. Instead of finding all possible paths between two coordinate-space points, one only needs initial-value information. This means the use of classical molecular dynamics trajectories is possible. The only other information required in addition to the classical trajectory itself is Hessian information from the dynamics.
In the last decade many developments in the SC-IVR method have been undertaken. [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] [29] [30] [31] [32] [33] [34] [35] Among them have been prescriptions for the calculation of vibrational states, 24, 29, [32] [33] [34] [35] [36] vibronic absorption spectra, 26 reactive processes, 21 and quantum coherence. 27 Recently, two research groups have been involved in investigating ab initio SC-IVR, where the trajectories are calculated on the fly. Tatchen and Pollak 26 computed the absorption spectrum of the S 0 → S 1 transition of formaldehyde using the time-dependent density functional theory (TD-DFT) (Ref. 37 28, 29 employed AIMD in the study of the vibrational states of CO 2 , which can be computed from the quantum time autocorrelation function. Here, they used a variant of SC-IVR called time-averaged SC-IVR, which utilizes a significantly reduced number of trajectories. Comparisons were made to states determined from fitted potential surfaces and the accuracy of state energies was examined. There have also been a number of other studies based on fitted PESs using SC-IVR to examine molecular vibrational states. Kaledin 2 ], which is amenable for the computation of larger systems.
The focus of this paper is to determine accurate molecular vibrational states through a semiclassical approach. Determination of vibrational state energies within the harmonic approximation is trivial for even very large systems. However, when anharmonic corrections are introduced, the computational effort is much more considerable. What is possible to do-through the use of classical-based dynamics-is to use spectral densities from ab initio SC-IVR to compute vibrational state energies. By incorporating terms accounting for probability amplitudes, SC-IVR reintroduces the quantum contribution into the classical simulation. In this paper, we provide further insight into ab initio-based SC-IVR using H 2 CO as a model system and address several points that have not been considered in previous studies. 24, 28, 29, [32] [33] [34] 36 As opposed to time-averaged SC-IVR, 24 we use standard SC-IVR (i.e., full phase space averaging) and an approximation of the Herman-Kluk prefactor (see Sec. II for discussion). Previous work 36 has utilized reference wavefunctions chosen on the basis of symmetry, but here we separate them on a normal-mode basis. Careful analysis of the results as a function of the chosen reference wavefunction is done. We also demonstrate a practical tool for performing ab initio SC-IVR within the MOLECU-LAR MODELLING TOOLKIT (MMTK), 39 a molecular dynamics software package. The low-lying vibrational states of H 2 CO are determined and compared to harmonic, quartic force field correlation-corrected vibrational self-consistent field (cc-VSCF), 40 direct cc-VSCF, [41] [42] [43] direct rectilinearvibrational self-consistent field/vibrational configuration interaction with perturbation selected interactions-second-order perturbation theory (VSCF/VCIPSI-PT2) as well as reference direct curvilinear-VSCF/VCIPSI-PT2 method results. 44, 45 Section II presents a brief review of the mathematical formulation of SC-IVR. Section III covers the details regarding the computation of the spectral density of H 2 CO. In Sec. III A, we introduce the electronic structure methods used to produce the ab initio energies and frequencies. The most important component of the method is the phase space integral, which is obtained from the classical dynamics trajectories, as detailed in Sec. III B. The final spectral density depends largely on the reference wavefunction and so the prescription for determining the reference wavefunction and its overlaps are discussed in Sec. III C. Results and discussion of the obtained vibrational states follow in Sec. IV. Section V presents our final conclusions.
II. THEORY
The quantum mechanical survival amplitude is defined as (1) and represents the correlation between a wavefunction at initial time t = 0 with itself at time t. is an arbitrary reference wavefunction and will from now on be denoted as ref .
T h e quantum propagator e −iĤt/¯d etermines the time-evolution of a molecular system. Within the SC-IVR approach, the quantum propagator can be replaced with the semiclassical Herman-Kluk propagator: [17] [18] [19] 46 e −iĤt/¯= (2π¯)
The integrals are over the mass-weighted phase space variables, p 0 and q 0 , and are determined through Monte 
where L is the eigenvector matrix and α is the eigenvalue matrix from the Hessian evaluated at the potential minimum. Coherent states have the property that the center of the Gaussian evolves according to the classical equations of motion. Both the coherent states at the initial (0) and current (t) times are required. R p 0 ,q 0 ,t represents the Herman-Kluk prefactor, a stability matrix. S p 0 ,q 0 ,t is the classical action, specifying the phase of the Gaussian wavepacket.
In this paper, we do not use the exact form 17 of the Herman-Kluk prefactor:
which is a determinant of monodromy stability matrices, requiring the derivatives of the time-evolved (p t , q t ) variables with respect to the initial variables (p 0 , q 0 ). In the present work, we use a locally quadratic approximation for the HK prefactor, i.e.,
Note that Miller and co-workers refer to this expression as the "Johnson multichannel WKB approximation." 48, 49 We adopt the same terminology as Miller for the remainder of this paper. In Eq. (5), ω j corresponds to the angular frequency of each vibrational mode j at time t ′ . This is the local harmonic frequency (a frequency calculation not necessarily at a stationary point) of each timestep of the trajectory. It may be calculated at the same time as the dynamics step, reducing the electronic structure calculation overhead. This prefactor has been successfully used in studies of the vibrational states of weakly bound trimers and the water dimer. [32] [33] [34] [35] The phase term, e iS p 0 ,q 0 ,t /¯, comes from the Lagrangian equations of motion. The classical action S is the time-integral of the Lagrangian along the trajectory:
The use of classical trajectories implies a Stationary Phase Approximation. Combining Eqs. (1) and (2), we obtain a semiclassical expression for the survival amplitude, i.e.,
where the overlap of ref with the coherent state produces . The overlaps have a general Gaussian form. The reference state constitutes a chosen "trial" wavefunction, which is the desired state of interest. C(t)i s the correlation of the state of the system with this reference function, meaning the chosen reference function serves as an "extractor" for eigenstates near it. Note that in practice, the above overlap is also symmetry-adapted, which will be explained in Sec. III C. When Eq. (7) is Fourier-transformed, the resultant power spectrum produces the energy eigenvalues of the Hamiltonian H :
with the intensities of the peaks directly related to the choice of reference wavefunction.
III. COMPUTATIONAL METHODS

A. Electronic structure and harmonic frequencies
In order to benchmark our SC-IVR approach, the ab initio electronic structure calculations were carried out at the HF/3-21G level of theory. 50, 51 The equilibrium geometry is given in Table I . Energies at which the simulation is run are far below than that of the HF transition state (37 700 cm −1 ). 52 The availability of analytic gradients and Hessians, required for the classical dynamics and HK prefactor evaluation, respectively, is a major asset and guided, along with its computational efficiency, the choice of the Hartree-Fock level of theory. In principle, any electronic structure theory methodology, for which analytic gradients and Hessians are available, could be utilized. 
B. Trajectories for phase space average
To determine the initial conditions for the ensemble of trajectories, a Monte Carlo sampling of M = 20 000 sets of initial geometric configurations and momenta was produced, corresponding to a coherent state Gaussian wavepacket centered at the HF/3-21G equilibrium geometry and with zero momentum. This phase space sampled represents | g p 0 ,q 0 | eq | 2 , whose form is identical to that of Eq. (8) .The coordinate and momentum widths of Eq. (8) are √ 2/γ and √ 2γ , respectively. Of these initial conditions, only motion in the 3N − 6 internal degrees of freedom is allowed, and so the original values are adjusted, fixing the molecule's center of mass and spatial orientation. Note that only one set of initial conditions is used for the various reference wavefunctions and therefore, a reweighting procedure is required. Equation (7) can be rewritten with the insertion of unity
The initial conditions essentially impose a bias of | g p 0 ,q 0 | eq | 2 (the numerator in 1) in the phase space distribution which must be accounted for by division of the bias. The Monte Carlo estimate is therefore
This choice of sampling greatly reduces the computational cost as only one set of ab initio trajectories is required instead of a full phase space distribution. Approximately 38% of the 20 000 generated initial geometries and momenta had a total energy less than 300 kJ/mol (∼25 000 cm −1 ). Initial conditions with energies above 300 kJ/mol were discarded. Energies below 300 kJ/mol place the molecule well below the transition state, which is important in the numerical stability of the Herman-Kluk prefactor. Additionally, the semiclassical survival amplitude, C(t), was computed only when | g p 0 ,q 0 | eq | 2 > 10 −10 . Low overlap leads to negligible contribution to the average of the survival amplitude. From each of these initial conditions, a 244 fs constant energy molecular dynamics trajectory was determined using MMTK. 39 These trajectories constitute the phase space average, which is the multidimensional integral in C(t). The equations of motion were computed with VelocityVe r l e t 54 integration. During the dynamics, the Hessian at each timestep (0.5 fs) is saved and diagonalized. The resultant eigenvalues are necessary for the calculation of the HK prefactor which requires the local harmonic zero point energy [see Eq. (5)].
C. Reference wavefunctions and overlaps
The coherent state overlaps are functions of massweighted geometry and momentum. A choice of reference One way to vary the wavefunction in order to obtain additional states is to apply a technique where the atoms are spatially displaced along a normal mode coordinate. As a result, it is easy to interpret the magnitude of displacement (c) with the energy put "into" a mode ν j (in this work, we use ν to denote the mode itself). For instance, by letting c = ¯/ω j displacement of mode ν j , this means that the molecule has been displaced from equilibrium along ν j and thus has 1/2(¯ω j )of potential energy (assuming the motion is perfectly harmonic). Essentially, this provides an excited state reference wavefunction. The normal modes are as assigned in Table II .B ya llowing just single normal mode displacements, this should effectively produce a spectrum with peaks only at the fundamental frequencies and overtones, i.e., (n 1 ···n j ···n N ):
A Monte Carlo procedure is used to estimate the phase space integrals and therefore, all eigenstates could contribute to the survival amplitudes. The normal mode displacements in the reference wavefunction are also not pure symmetry states. To remedy this problem, we explicitly symmetrize the reference wavefunction. To do so, we project out specific symmetries by constructing a projection operator corresponding to a specific irreducible representation of the C 2v group. For the case of symmetric A 1 states, an unsymmetrized reference wavefunction, | ref , becomes,
The use of the above wavefunction will ensure that energy levels of a specific symmetry are extracted (cf. Ref. 36 , where a product of coherent states is used instead, with a symmetrizer to extract states of particular molecular symmetry). Because the width γ [see Eq. (3)] is identical to that of the ground state wavefunction, one may visualize the displaced reference wavefunction (prior to symmetrization) as simply a shift of the ground state wavefunction along a single normal mode coordinate. For a given mode j, the new atom positions in Cartesian coordinates is represented as the vector x j (we call this x to differentiate this from the mass-weighted coordinate q). For each individual coordinate α, the elements of the vector x j are:
where X α is an element of the Cartesian equilibrium geometry vector, μ α is the square root of the mass of the atom associated with Cartesian component α, and L α j is the eigenvector element associated with displaced mode ν j . In this work, c j is varied by factor d to adjust the magnitude of the normal mode displacement (c j = d · ¯/ω j ).
D. Reference bound state calculations
To determine the accuracy of the semiclassical results, we used a number of computational methods for comparison: correlation-corrected vibrational self-consistent field/two-mode coupling representation of a quartic force field (cc-VSCF/2MR-QFF), direct cc-VSCF, VSCF/VCIPSI-PT2, and curvilinear-VSCF/VCIPSI-PT2.
The VSCF procedure provides a variational solution to the vibrational Schrödinger equation. 55, 56 It uses a separable product of one-coordinate functions to represent the total vibrational wavefunction, such that
where (n) is a collective index representing the vibrational state of interest, be it the ground state or any singly excited state, overtone, or combination band. GAMESS-US (Ref. 53 ) implements a correlation-corrected VSCF where the potential energy surface including up to two-mode couplings can either be computed using a quartic force field (cc-VSCF/2MR-QFF) (Ref. 40) or by computing the PES on a grid using singlepoint calculations (direct cc-VSCF). 42 In the methodology developed by Benoit and coworkers, 44 , 45 a variation-perturbative approach, perturbative screening is used to iteratively update the initial vibrational configuration interaction active space (VSCF/VCIPSI-PT2). This calculation can be performed for a PES expressed either in rectilinear or curvilinear coordinates (curvilinear-VSCF/VCIPSI-PT2), which lends to more efficient computation. The advantage of using curvilinear coordinates is that it is amenable to systems of multiple local minima and that it reduces mode-mode coupling, leading to a more accurate representation of the vibrational states. Rectilinear coordinates, on the contrary, often expand the wavefunction over a single minimum and can introduce artificially large mode-mode couplings. The curvilinear-VSCF/VCIPSI-PT2 vibrational states are used as our reference values.
In the current implementation (see Ref. 45 for details), the set of curvilinear coordinates q is transformed into curvilinear normal mode coordinates, Q. The corresponding metric tensor is constant and reduced to an identity operator δ ij .
The application of the variational principle to the resulting Hamiltonian:
leads naturally to N one-dimensional equations
that are coupled through a mean-field potential
. (17) The last two terms of the right-hand side of Eq. (15) are a representation of the potential energy surface as a hierarchical expansion to second-order in curvilinear normal modes. Each term of the potential expansion is computed on a grid of points (direct approach), providing a simple and automatic way of generating the PES directly from ab initio data without requiring an analytic expression for V (Q). Note that, for a curvilinear coordinate system, an extra potential term may appear in the kinetic energy operator when a non-Euclidian normalization convention is used. In the present study, we neglect this contribution as it is typically very small compared to the potential energy term.
The set of Eq. (16) are solved self-consistently until convergence of the total VSCF energy. We then compute the correlated vibrational eigenstates by diagonalizing the full Hamiltonian of Eq. (15) in a virtual VSCF basis, as suggested originally by Bowman et al. [57] [58] [59] We perform this type of VCI calculation for each VSCF-optimized state and use virtual excitations to construct the VCI matrix in each case:
where the state-specific vibrational correlation operator, V (n) is defined as
Note that index (n) indicates that the effective potential is computed for optimized VSCF state | n . The resulting VCI matrix is diagonalized using our iterative VCIPSI-PT2 procedure based on a Davidson algorithm 60-62 adapted for vibrational calculations by Carter et al.
59
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Here we present the results of the calculation of the spectral density of H 2 the spectral density are the low-lying vibrational eigenvalues. It is possible for SC-IVR to determine more states, albeit at a substantial cost of longer (and possibly more) trajectories. In this particular case, however, the correlation function decays to a great extent within the timespan of the simulation and so provides minimal difference in the spectra. Our goal is a proof-of-principle of our implementation of the ab initio SC-IVR approach, rather than a thorough determination of the eigenvalues of formaldehyde at the HF/3-21G level of theory. The symmetry-adapted reference wavefunction of Eq. (12) is used for all the SC-IVR results. The SC-IVR values are compared to the harmonic approximation, cc-VSCF/2MR-QFF, direct cc-VSCF, (rectilinear) VSCF/VCIPSI-PT2, and curvilinear-VSCF/VCIPSI-PT2 methods described earlier.
While vibrational states in the harmonic approximation are trivially obtained to the nth state, anharmonic terms are increasingly difficult to compute. As a result, in all four VSCF implementations, only two-mode couplings were utilized and three-mode (and higher) couplings were neglected. In order to make sure that the VSCF results used in the VSCF/VCIPSI-PT2 methods are fully converged, we include up to four-mode excitations in the VCI basis and allow up to eight excitation quanta per mode. This leads to a large vibrational basis (about 70 000 states) that is more appropriate for describing combination bands and overtones. Given the large size of the basis, we performed the calculations with a slightly different technique than VCI called vibrational configuration interaction with perturbation selected interactions-second-order perturbation (VCIPSI-PT2). It has been shown 45 that this method gives virtually the same results as a standard VCI/VSCF calculation. Of the four reference calculation types being considered, the curvilinear approach is the most accurate.
As detailed in Sec. II, we use an alternate form of the Herman-Kluk prefactor. Johnson's approximation 48 has been shown to be effective for weakly bound systems. [32] [33] [34] [35] This approximation eliminates branch cut problems as well as the need to calculate phase space derivatives. Instead, one only needs to calculate the Hessian matrix at each geometry along the trajectories. Diagonalization of the Hessian matrix gives the eigenvalues, whose square roots are the local harmonic frequencies. These ω j s are similar to frequencies calculated at stationary points (i.e., at the equilibrium or transition state geometries). Since the frequencies are calculated at any point on the potential energy surface they are naturally complex-valued. The result is a highly oscillatory exponential term that increases noise in the survival amplitude function. In Fig. 1 , we present results comparing spectra obtained with Johnson's WKB approach along with several further approximations. Issack and Roy [32] [33] [34] [35] took the approach of taking the absolute value of all the frequencies (|ω|) to eliminate the oscillating phase. This simplification results in a larger magnitude term in the exponential of Eq. (5) since it is taking a sum over additional positive real numbers. The HK prefactor, R p 0 ,q 0 ,t , becomes a larger negative complex exponent. This appears to lead to overestimating the energy of the vibrational states (see Fig. 1 ). As well, the decay of the survival amplitude is much slower (not illustrated). Alternatively, if one encounters an imaginary frequency, one can simply neglect it, so that only the real frequencies are taken into account (ω ∈ R). The different summations do provide minor differences in the spectral density, with the peak positions between ω ∈ R and a complex ω being negligible. In fact, ω ∈ C appears to reduce signal noise. However, the signal intensity of the peaks is slightly diminished compared to ω ∈ R.T h e 6000 8000 10000 12000 14000 16000 difference between the use of complex-, real-, or absolutevalued frequencies may be in the tens of wavenumbers, which may be significant for the accuracy of SC-IVR, although the width of the spectral peaks is comparable to the shift due to the type of prefactor. In the present work, we see no reason not to use the complex-valued frequencies, since there appears to be no benefit in simplifying the WKB approximation further (whether it is more difficult to converge the prefactor in other systems, such as weakly bound complexes, warrants further investigation). In all the following calculations we Table III for labeling) (
maintain the complex value of the frequencies (ω ∈ C). Note that all 12 eigenvalues of the Hessian are nonzero, including the rotational and translational modes. As seen in Eq. (5),the summation is only over 3N − 6 modes (cf. previous literature), so the extraneous nonvibrational frequencies must be removed in the prefactor evaluation-we do so in the present work by neglecting the six lowest magnitude frequencies. Following Sec. III C, we examine the spectral density as a function of the reference state chosen. We show the results of simulations with normal mode displacements along the A1 Table III for labeling) (
modes of vibration, ν 1 , ν 2 , and ν 3 . Since the wavefunction is symmetry-adapted for A1, in theory, all A1 vibrational states should be obtained. Yet, as solely the A1 normal modes are excited, we only expect to obtain their fundamentals, overtones and, to a certain extent, their combination bands, the others being of negligible amplitude.
The spectral density as determined by SC-IVR is shown in Fig. 2 . Three values of configurational displacement along the normal mode (magnitude specified by d), are shown. As can be seen, the further the reference wavefunction is displaced from the equilibrium geometry, the larger the overlap with higher energy states. Therefore, increasing the reference wavefunction displacement is a systematic way to Table III for labeling) (
determine vibrational states of increasing energy. The ground state (000000) is resolved in all figures. Each of the curves in Figs. 2(a), 2(b), and 2(c) resolves one set of vibrational states (···n ···) due the overlap with a single normal mode (in the harmonic limit). The benefit of such "filtering" is that a cleaner spectrum is obtained, so that close-lying eigenvalues are unequivocally differentiated. Spectral noise and uncertainty are major issues for many-dimensional systems and states of higher excitation. The intensities in Fig. 2(a) have the broadest peaks because the reference wavefunction energy (i.e., displacement) is largest (since it is proportional to ω 1 ). It is more difficult to extract states higher in energy (phase space coverage decreases, meaning the overlap term is often zero and therefore has no contribution to the overall survival amplitude integral). Table III lists the A1 fundamental and overtone vibrational state peak positions up to four-quanta excitation and also the mean absolute errors and root mean square deviations as compared to curvilinear-VSCF/VCIPSI-PT2. The assignments are quite close to the curvilinear bound state calculations (vertical lines) for low excitation, and, in general, are well within 100 cm −1 . As expected, errors and deviations become larger as one goes higher in energy. The results show that the SC-IVR results are systematically more accurate than that of the cc-VSCF/2MR-QFF (i.e., a VSCF-type method), direct cc-VSCF, and the rectilinear-VSCF/VCIPSI-PT2 (i.e., a VSCF/VCI method) results when compared to the more accurate curvilinear-VSCF/VCIPSI-PT2 reference calculations.
Figs. 3-5 show spectral densities consisting of reference state displacements of two modes simultaneously. That is, it is a linear combination of single mode displacements. Like those shown in Fig. 2 , the fundamental bands are obtained, although with somewhat less accuracy. Many combination bands are also visible, although given the width of the peaks and that they are often near other states, assignments can be made with less certainty. In most cases, the location of the highest peak was the value tabulated in Table IV and if the peaks were clearly defined or equally ambiguous in more than one spectrum, the average of these locations were chosen. This uncertainty may be rectified with a more detailed procedure of displacing the reference wavefunction (here, we place a single quanta of energy into each normal mode) and potentially increasing the number of trajectories involved in the calculation.
V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
We have shown, using ab initio trajectory data, that the vibrational eigenvalues of H 2 CO can be determined with reasonable accuracy through the use of SC-IVR and that it is systematically more accurate than VSCF and VSCF/VCI methods. The curvilinear-VSCF/VCIPSI-PT2 bound state approach is used as our exact reference. Our semiclassical description comes at acceptable computational cost, but does have limitations. The vibrational states determined are highly sensitive to the reference wavefunction chosen. As such, for a complete description of a range of eigenvalues, multiple carefully constructed reference wavefunctions are required to extract them. In this work, we chose symmetry-adapted reference wavefunctions that had excitations along 1 or 2 normal modes only. This prescription allows us to independently and accurately determine fundamental states and some twostate combination bands of A1 symmetry. This symmetrizing enables easier assignment of states. The major bottleneck in these simulations is the trajectory and Hessian computation. However, once done, the phase space average for the survival amplitude is readily calculated. An important outcome of the present study is that in utilizing our newly proposed phase space reweighting procedure, only a single set of ab initio trajectories is required to obtain several power spectra.
In addition, we have examined the various implementations of Johnson's WKB approximation for the calculation of the HK prefactor. We have concluded that the local harmonic frequencies require no further simplification (i.e., can remain complex) since, at least in the case of H 2 CO, it is not computationally advantageous. SC-IVR is an effective method for determining energy levels beyond the harmonic limit. However, it remains to be seen whether results would be as accurate for a more anharmonic system: at low energy, H 2 CO is very harmonic. Therefore, the resolution of the data is a significant factor if the anharmonic correction for the eigenvalues lies within the width of the spectral peaks. As anharmonicity increases, it may also be more difficult to obtain accurate results due to the nature of the method (especially with the harmonic WKB approximation). However, previous results on the strongly anharmonic water dimer suggest that the approximation is reasonable. 34, 35 The challenge in obtaining higher excitations is another limitation, yet the solution might be simply increasing the number of trajectories. How many more remains to be investigated. Ab initio SC-IVR appears promising for extracting some quantum effects in molecular systems and its practicality will be important for larger molecules where full quantum simulations are not currently possible. 
